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REV & Easton Collaboration 
Field Session #2 

Monday, May 12th, 2014 (6-7:30pm)  

 

Field Session 2- Practice Plan 
6:20-6:30  All Coaches Pre-Practice Meeting 

 

Part 1: Introductions and Warm Up (15 minutes total)  

6:30-6:45  Callisthenic Stretching All Teams Together!  

 

Part 2: Technical Skills (25 minutes total) 

U9 10 mins Partner Passing- Sequences A & B (Feet Moving w/ Step) 

 15 mins Diamond Drill  

U11 5 mins  Partner Passing- Sequences A, B, C, & D (Feet Moving)  

 20 mins FAST-PACED Star Drill with multiple balls  

U13 5 mins  Partner Passing- Sequences A, B, C, & D (Feet Moving) 

 20 mins FAST-PACED Star Drill with multiple balls  

U15 5 mins  Partner Passing- Sequences C, D, E, & F (Feet Moving)  

20 mins The 3-Gal Weave Drill      

 

Part 3: Tactical Skills (40 minutes total)  

U9 6:40-7:00 Star Drill to cage!  

U11 6:40-7:00 Fence & Dodging Shooting Drill   

  7:05-7:25 3v2- focusing on Finding the Open Player!  

U13 6:40-7:00 Shooting to SCORE with Power Drill  

 7:05-7:25 3v3- focusing on Off Ball Positioning & Slides 

U15 6:40-7:00  Shooting to SCORE with Power & Placement Drill  

 7:05-7:25 3v3- focusing on Off Ball Positioning & Slides 

 

7:30pm-7:40pm All Coaches Post-Practice Meeting 
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Field Session 2- Concepts and Drills  
 

Callisthenic Stretching (Cals) 
 Cals are when you use your body weight to increase flexibility and build strength simultaneously.  

 Cals are also known as dynamic stretching.  

o This is the most effective way to properly warm up players before practice. In doing the 

exercises, players prevent injuries (i.e. pulled muscles, shin splints, etc.), stretch and heat up 

their muscles.  

How to set up Cals?  

1.) Cals are a great time for players to get organized and ready to play. Below are 2 set up options for Cals.  

 
Each stretching line can be organized by position (attack, midfield, and defense) or Team. This structure builds cohesiveness among players. 
        

  

 

 

  

  

 

 
                                       Option 1 
 
Exercises- Below are some of the exercises that we have found beneficial at REV. We recommend teams doing about 6 

exercises prior to playing. 

1. Jog- A light jog is a great way to begin Cals. Allows players to loosen up and begin practice without straining 

themselves.  

2. High Knees- In between steps, lift knee to waist height. Fast high knees look like a typical running motion, slow high 

knees resemble a walking motion. Players should focus on getting in as many reps in as possible. 

3. Butt Kicks- In between steps, bend knee so that heel “kicks” your butt. Fast Butt Kicks are a typical running motion, 

while slow butt kicks are a typical walking motion. Similar to High Knees, players should focus on getting in as many 

reps as possible. 

4. Shuffle- All players face one side of the field, get into an athletic stance and shuffle sideways. Players should stay low 

and control their steps.  

Note: Young players have a tendency to click their feet together and bounce up and down. This motion does not 

properly prepare players, as shuffles are a great way for players to settle in their athletic stance.  

5. Lunges- As players step, they should sink into their lunge, feeling the stretch in their hip flexor. Players should never 

rush through lunges!  

6. Soldiers- Players kick up their front leg to knee height with each step. Their front leg should kick up slowly, and knee 

should not be locked.  

Note: Youth Players generally love to kick as high and fast as they possibly can, which puts them at risk for hamstring 

pulls. The urge comes from all the gymnastics and dance that they do!   

7. Sprint- A short sprint is a great way to end Cals! It allows the players to hit full speed before they begin playing, which 

will allow them to warm up quicker on the field.  
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REV & Easton Collaboration: Technical Skills  
 

Partner Passing (For U9, U11, U13 and U15 Teams)  

Partner Passing is the simplest way for players to get comfortable with their stick (aka the ability to 
catch and throw). It also gives them an opportunity to get to know each other while playing.  
 

2 Types of Partner Passing-  

1.) Moving Partner Passing- When players step with their opposite foot while passing to their 

partner.  

a. Moving partner passing unifies the whole body, allowing players to get smooth while 

catching and throwing  

b. Allows players to loosen up and fall into a rhythm, gaining momentum in their throw 

2.) Stationary Partner Passing 

a. Disconnects upper body and lower body, making them independent of each other  

b. Players can catch anything because they are not relying on their feet or legs to get them 

there 

c. If a player can catch anything without a step, they will be able to maintain the 

smoothness of their stick while their lower half is running fast on the field.  

 

 Note- Players should always use names and call for the ball during partner passing. Talking in partner 

passing enhances focus and productivity.  

 

Types of stick work implemented in partner passing- 

a. Regular Righty 

b. Regular Lefty 

c. 1 Handed Righty 

d. 1 Handed Lefty 

e. Off-Side Righty 

f. Off-Side Lefty  

g. Catch Right, Throw Left 

h. Catch Left, Throw Right

 

 

 Partner Passing Activities- There are several ways to make partner passing fun! It is all about getting 

creative and challenging the players to compete with each other.  

1.) How many catches can you get in a certain amount of time?  

2.) Build a sequence- How many times can you get through the sequence?  

3.) Who can catch the most passes in a row? 
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REV & Westford Collaboration: Technical Skills  

 

Diamond Drill (U9 Team) 
Explanation of the Drill-  

 Divide the team into groups of 4.  

 Set up a diamond using 4 cones. The distance from each cone should be about 6-7 yards.  

 Each group should have a diamond.  

 Have players line up at the bottom cone (cone A) of the diamond. Everyone in line needs a ball 
except the first player in line.  

 X2 starts with ball.  

 X1 runs (cuts) to cone B, using her right hand and asks for a LEADING PASS from X2.  

 X2 passes the ball to X1; X1 should catch the ball slightly after cone B as she makes her way to 
cone C (the finish line).  

 Once X1 arrives to cone C, the drill repeats as X2 is now receiving a LEADING PASS from X3. Then 
X3 will receive a LEADING PASS from X4.  

 Being the only person left in the line, X4 will then run around the diamond, until she gets to 
cone D, where she receives a LEADING PASS from X1. The new finish line is cone A for the next 
round. 

 
Coaching Points for the Drill- 

 Leading Passes are important because they allow players to run unto the ball, keeping their feet 
moving as they catch the ball.  

 Aiming is key! Notice where players throw the ball in this drill. The player throwing must think 
about seeing the target, which is her teammates stick head!   

 Asking for the ball is crucial! Make sure that players are holding their stick up and asking for the 
ball as they cut around the cones. Their teammate with the ball needs to see the target (their 
stick head) in order to throw an accurate pass.   
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FAST-PACED Star Drill (U11, U13 Teams) (*U9- for Tactical Skill: Star Drill to cage!) 
  

FULL SPEED: We have all heard it before; you play the way you practice. This saying is used across 
multiple sports and activities, and it is true, especially when it comes to running full speed!! 
 
Why is it challenging to get youth players to run full speed?  

 Most players do not know what full speed means. These players have not realized that they 

have the capacity to go faster because they have never tried.  

 Many players are not taught to love to run- running is viewed as hard and not fun in practice. 

 Players are dramatic! Many players think that they are “tired” or “slow”, when in actuality are 

just winded and in actuality can go longer and harder.  

 Lack of Belief- Subconsciously or consciously, players do not believe they can push through it, 

which causes them to quit while they are running. As coaches, it is our job to inspire them that 

they can go faster and that it will be worth it.  

 

THE STAR DRILL: This drill is a great way to get players to run full speed with multiple balls are in play. It 
forces players to focus on 7 different concepts simultaneously.  

1) Quick movement  

2) Communication 

3) Accurate passing  

4) Composure  

5) Catching under pressure 

6) Team dynamics  
 

Explanation of the Star Drill- 

 Have players line up at each of the five points of the star 

 Begin with 1 ball, and then gradually add balls without stopping the drill 

 Players receive the ball from 2 lines to their right, then pass 2 lines to their left and follow their 

pass 

 For U9 Team: position a net across from the top X. When this line gets the ball, players will run 

in and shoot on the net. Instead of having players throw the ball to the designated line, have 

them roll a groundball for their teammate. This will allow the drill to run smoother! On the shot, 

remember to AIM for the corners!! 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

X 

X X 

X X 

Note-  

At REV, we have gotten 

multiple balls in play 

during one star drill. It 

is awesome to see!  

Coaching Points-  

1. Communicate! Talk through every pass 

and catch. It will give players a sense of 

control  

2. Stay calm. In this drill, it is easy to get 

overwhelmed, and as coaches it is our 

job to inspire the players to focus.   

3. Run full speed! If players run full speed 

in this drill, they are able to control the 

pace and gain tempo as a team.  

 STAR DRILL  
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The 3-Gal Weave Drill (U15 Team) 
Working the ball up the field is a total team effort. In this drill is two-fold. The first focus is running FULL 
SPEED! The second focus is working the ball up the field by passing the ball and not having just one 
player run with the ball.  
 
Explanation of The 3-Gal Drill-  

 Have players line up in 3 EQUAL lines along the end line of the field, one player behind 

another. The first person in each line should be about 10 yards from each other.  

 The ball starts with the middle player, X1.  

 While on the move, X1 passes to X2, then sprints behind X2. X2 MUST be in front of X1 as they 

run down the field. X1 should not have to look behind her in order to pass the ball. Thus the 

pass should be a leading pass!  

 X2 then passes to X3 ON THE MOVE, then sprints behind X3 to fill the outside lane. X3 should 

be RUNNING TOWARDS the ball when asking for the pass.  

 The drill continues as the 3 players run down the field.  

Note: To make the drill more challenging, minimize the space in between each line, to about 6 

yards. By taking about the space, the focus becomes making passes in tight space. Timing is 

everything when players are working in a small space!   

 

Coaching Points for The 3-Gal Drill-   

 The ball should NEVER be passed behind the player looking to receive the ball. The pass 

should always be a leading pass! 

 The player who passes the ball must sprint behind the girl who caught the ball, which means 

the girl receiving the pass must be in front of the girl passing the ball.  

 Asking for the ball is crucial! Make sure that players are holding their stick up and asking for 
the ball as they cut around the cones. Their teammate with the ball needs to see the target 
(their stick head) in order to throw an accurate pass.   
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REV & Easton Collaboration- Tactical Skills 

Tactical skills are a result of what decisions are made with the technical skills that are previously 
mastered.  

 
Shooting 
At the Youth level it is important that players fully understand the concept of shooting. When your team 
has possession of the ball, it is imperative that they take care of the ball, meaning as an Attacker you 
make sure the ball gets from Point A to Point B safety. 
 

 Shooting is one of the most important skills that is important for every player to master, 

regardless of position.  

 Shooting is all inclusive. If a players can place a shot with power, it means that they also have 

the ability to make accurate passes, interceptions, checks, etc. The mental control that is 

required to be a great shooter translates all over the field.  

 Shooting is most effective when players are taught to shoot at a target (4 corners). 

   

 Shooting Technique 
1. Step with opposite hips, power from hips 

2. Locate target with eyes! Look at the corner where 

you want to shoot 

3. Pull your stick across body to opposite hip with 

bottom hand.   
            4. Use top hand to aim, guiding the ball to the 

            intended corner  

 

 
Shooting with different age groups- The first step when teaching shooting is to have the ability to hit 
your target. Younger players can practice shooting by standing and shooting by the 8-meter. The 
simplicity of the drill will force them to focus and aim before they shoot. Older players should have 
developed the ability to shoot off a feed; however, if they are not at this level, they can also practice 
stationary shooting.  

 
Note about shooting-  

 The more shooting practice, the better! It is, however, important to make sure that it is being 

executed correctly. All players can hit a target, but many of them are never taught to aim as 

young players, resulting in bad habits.  

  There are countless shooting drills that are effective. Shooting is all about being    competitive 

and fun!  

 
 
 
 
 

4 corners of the net= 

best shot 
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REV & Easton Collaboration- Tactical Skills 

 
Fence & Dodge Shooting Drill (U11 Team) 
 
Explanation of the Drill- Part A: Shooting into a Fence 

 Now continue the above motions by adding a ball and having your shooters stand.  

 You will do all the same motions, having the shooters, shoot low on the fence that outlines the 

field. 

 By using the fence, this is forcing the shooters to shoot low, otherwise they lose their ball. 

Explanation of the Drill- Part B: Shooting out of a Dodge 

 Place three cones around the top of the 8M with lines behind them. All players have a ball. 

 The shooters will start about 5-7 yards behind the cones, run up to the cones, complete a 
dodge, and then shoot.  

 There are multiple dodges that can be used: 
a. Split Dodge 
b. Face Dodge 
c. Roll Dodge 

 
Coaching Points for the Drills-  

 It is important that the shooter, is seeing the net before she shoots!! 

 Do not just shoot to shoot, shoot to SCORE. 
 

Shooting to SCORE with Power Drill (For U13 Team) 
 
Explanation of the Drill- Part A: Shooting to SCORE 

 Have all your players form a circle, spacing themselves out shoulder width from each other. 

 The coach will be in the middle demonstrating what shooting to score looks like. As the coach, 

you want to cover these items: 

- Stepping with the opposite foot 

- Aiming with your elbow 

- Being big with your stick 

- Using your core to get power 

- Shooting over the shoulder, NO sidearm 

- Following all the way through 

- Shooting HARD, like you mean it 

Explanation of the Drill- Part B: POWER Shots  

 Line up the shooters, across the 8M. Depending on the number of players, you may need to 

have them in partners, where one shooter goes and then they alternate after everyone shoots. 

 Starting on one side of the 8M, have the coach say “GO” or blow the whistle. Once the first 

shooter goes, the drill continues across the 8M, as every shooter will have the opportunity to 

shoot. 
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 Taking only a few steps into the net, the shooter has the opportunity to shoot to score and they 

want to use all the power they have to put the ball in the back of the net!  

Note: This drill is not the best for goalies, since they have NO defense but it will help them with their 
reaction time and facing point blank shots. 

 
Shooting to SCORE & Placement Drill (For U15 Team) 
 
Explanation of the Drill- Part A: Shooting to SCORE 

 Have all your players form a circle, spacing themselves out shoulder width from each other. 

 The coach will be in the middle demonstrating what shooting to score looks like. As the coach, 

you want to cover these items: 

- Stepping with the opposite foot 

- Aiming with your elbow 

- Being big with your stick 

- Using your core to get power 

- Shooting over the shoulder, NO sidearm 

- Following all the way through 

- Shooting HARD, like you mean it 

Explanation of the Drill- Part B: 3 Line Call Out  

 Have players line up and form three lines at the top of the 8M. Each player should have a 

ball and will alternate lines after they shoot.  

 The drill starts when the player behind the shooter yells out a number, 1-4.  

 The shooter is responsible for listening to their teammate and then placing the shot where 

there teammate says.  

 The numbers are designated spots on the goal. If facing the net, #1 is the top left corner, #2 

is the top right corner, #3 is the bottom left corner and #4 is the bottom right corner. 

Coaching Points for the Drill- Part B: 3 Line Call Out  

 This drill works on communication, both talking and listening, while reacting right away.  

 It also forces the shooters to think and then deliver, which will make it easier for them come 
game time as she will not have to think about anything…just shoot!  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KEY: 
 = SHOOTER  
 = YELLS # 
 = CONE  
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REV & Easton Collaboration- Tactical Skills 

 
3v2 Drill- Find the Open Player!  
3v2 Drills are a great way to practice finding the open attacker and moving the ball around. At the youth 
level, players typically do not wait for their teammates to be open before they pass them the ball. 3v2s 
help make the open player apparent and they are a blast!  
 
Explanation of the Drill-  

 Pick 3 Attackers and 2 Defenders  

 The Attackers can set up on the 12 meter, while the Defenders can begin on the 8 meter. 

 1 defender will begin covering the player with the ball, and the other defender will be 

responsible for two players at once. 

 Attackers move the ball quickly and try to score. 

 

Coaching Points for the Drill-  

 Attackers should not hold onto the ball for more than 2 seconds. 

 After passing the ball, players should cut through the 8 meter to create space. 

 Find the OPEN player! Somebody will always be open in a 3v2, and there is no need to force it. 
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REV & Easton Collaboration- Tactical Skills 

 

3v3s- Off Ball Positioning (U11 & U15 Teams) 

 
Off Ball Defensive Positioning 
Having strong off ball defensive positioning is one of the most important aspects of team defense. At the 
youth levels, teaching off ball defense is just as important as on ball defense.  
 

What should players say when not defending the ball?  

 Ball position- “Ball top right, ball top left, etc.” 

 Help Defender (defender next to the person who is defending the ball)- “Sandra, I have your 

help left/right!”  

 Slide (defender two players away from the person who is defending the ball)- “Fiona, I got your 

slide!” 

 CRASH!- when an attacker drives to net and gets inside the 8 meter  

 

3v3s  

3v3 Drills are a wonderful way for players to work together in a small, but game like situation. It is the 

perfect amount of numbers for youth players!  

 

Note: Although 3v3s only involve 6 field players at a time, they can be very realistic by confining the 

space that the players can use (i.e. Only use ½ of the 8 meter).   

 

Coaching Points for the Drill- 

 Defensive Communication- The most important part of team defense! Players should always be 

chirping to each other when they are on defense.  

o Words that all players should implement on the field- “Got Ball”, “Got Help”, “With 

You”, “Crash”. 

o All players should use names when talking to each other on defense.  

 Always watch ball and girl when defending off ball- Stick is pointing to the player with the ball, 

hand is pointed to attacker that is being defended.  

 Match up- Every player should be defending their own attacker, which is their primary 

responsibility at the youth level. 

 Force weak and to help defense 

 Make it a competition! Instead of having the cage be the “goal” place a small box using cones in 

the middle of the 8M. The Attack is trying to get to the box. They earn 1 point for getting to the 

box. The Defense is NOT allowing the Attack is run through the box. The defense earns 1 point 

for stopping the ball. If MORE THAN 1 Defender slows the ball down, a point is added for each 

defender that slows the Attacker with the ball down as she drives to the box. A maximum of 3 

points can be awarded to the Defense per drive. The Attack nor, the Defense can stand inside 

the 8M waiting for the ball- everyone must mark up and move the ball as they normally would!!  

 

 


